A measurable function <j> > 0 that satisfies the limit condition limx_>x>i(p{x + tfix))/fix)) = 1 for all t is said to be B-slowly varying. If <p is continuous, this limit is shown to hold uniformly for t in compact sets, and an integral representation is derived.
?/zen (4) lim f°° /(O^r^rrl-^v = ^ f°° /**(*)* V a//7/ G L1.
x-^oo -'-oo J L <PW J <pix) -/-oo Wiener's Theorem is the special case, <p = 1, of Theorem 1. Definition. A positive, measurable function <p that satisfies (1) is 7?-slowiy varying, and B denotes the class of all such functions. If <p satisfies (1) uniformly for t in every bounded interval (a,r>), then tp is uniformly 7i-slowly varying, denoted <p G Bu.
Theorem 2. If cp G B is continuous, then <p G Bu.
Proof. We prove this for l between zero and one. The argument for an arbitrary interval ia,b) follows similarly.
Suppose that <p is not uniformly 73-slowly varying. Then there is an e G (0,1) and sequences {?"} c (0,1) and {x"} tending to infinity, such that (5) \<p(xn + tntp(xn))/tp(xn) -1| > e in = 1,2,...).
The function /,(/) = tp(xn + ttp(xn))/tp(xn) -1 is continuous and lim"_^00|/l(z')| = 0 for fixed t. So there is an integer N and a sequence {A"} C (0,1) such that (6) \tp ( These sets are Lebesgue measurable, with (7) lim gil(^) = 2 + e, lim 91l(^) = 1.
v ' n-»oo n-*oo (Korevaar, Van Aardenne-Ehrenfest, DeBruijn [4] cite De Le Vallee Poussin [7] for this. One may also apply EgorofFs Theorem to fn(t).) W'" C (0,2 + e), • and 9IL(»f;) >(1 -t)9l(«J) so that Let K be the class of all slowly varying functions. For our purposes, K serves as an analogue to B and motivates much of our work.
Theorem 3. Let g be a slowly varying function. Then g satisfies (12) uniformly for t in bounded intervals, and there exist functions c(x) and t(x), e continuous, lim^^ c(x) = c G (0, oo), lim.c^h00€(x) = 0 such that (13) gix) = cix)exp fo tis)ds. Karamata [3] proved this theorem for g continuous. More recent work has weakened the hypothesis from continuity to measurability (see, for example, [1] , [21 and [4] ).
Relation between K and Bu. There is a similarity between the class of uniformly 73-slowly varying functions and the class K, for a function <p G Bu that is bounded away from zero on an appropriately chosen sequence is slowly varying: Set / = log <p and
The function/, is defined for all x > Xj, it is continuously differentiable, and satisfies the estimates
where xn < x < x"+1. Thus/, and/ -/tend to zero as x tends to infinity provided (16) lim \fix) -fixn)\ =0 ix" < x < x"+1). Here tp G 7?", but lim sup^^o/^) ^ 0.
But these examples suggest an analogue for the class B of Karamata's representation (13). Conversely, if a positive, measurable function tp has the representation (20) with e continuous, tending to zero and c(x) tending to a positive limit, then tp G Bu.
In particular, any tp G Bu satisfies (2).
The form of (20) was conjectured by Daniel Shea.
As an example, the function m given by (19) satisfies (20) with c(x) = 1 + x~l/Um x, e(x) = \x-{/1.
We require some additional machinery before proving the theorem. Define inductively at x a sequence {x"} by (21) x0 = x, xn = xn_x + <p(x"_.).
For tp G Bu, this sequence virtually characterizes the behavior of tp provided the x" become infinite.
Lemma . Let tp G Bu. Then there is an x such that for any x > x and the sequence {xn} defined for x by (21), lim"_>00x" = oo.
Proof. Choose x so that for x > x, t G [-1,1], (22) tp(x + ttp(x)) > i-tpix).
Suppose the Lemma is false. Then there is an x > x with {x"} given by (21) such that lim"_>00 xn =-p < oo. This limit exists, of course, since the sequence {xn} increases monotonically. Now, xn = x + 2jt=i (p(xk_x). The series 2 ^(x^) converges and, in particular, \im"_,x <pix") = 0. Now, p > x, so by Hence, lim;<.^00/(x)/(p(x) = 1. Define e(x) between zero and x0 so that e is continuous, e(x0) = f\x0), and J"0*° e(s) <iy = /(x0). For x > x0, set e(x) =/'(x).
Assume further that e(x) > 0 for x G [0,x0]. Set c(x) = <p{x)/Sq eis)ds. Then (20) holds, e is continuous, and lim^^.^ e(x) = 0. We need only show that c(x) tends to a finite positive limit. But for x > x0, c(x) = <p(x)//(x), which tends to one. The converse is easily verified.
Remarks. 1. Measurability of a slowly varying function g is sufficient to assure that the limit condition in (12) holds uniformly for t in finite intervals. An open problem at present is whether or not the hypothesis for Theorem 2 can be similarly weakened.
The contradiction in the proof of Theorem 2 was obtained by constructing sets W'n of measure bounded below and all contained in a finite interval. Since 91t(W;) > mf(tp(yn)/tp(xn)), and W'n C (0,1 + sup(m(7")/«p(x"))), Fix /, and set Ka = tT(x"J, P"fi = / + te/<pix"fi).
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